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Batteries power modern life. Ever since Alessandro Volta invented the voltaic pile, our lives have become ever more reliant on

electricity and how we store it. But batteries could face their biggest challenge yet as they become central to the electrication of

human mobility—and a potential centerpiece in our ght against climate change.

These batteries will come with a cost, a mining industry voraciously plunging the Earth—by land or by sea—to nd nickel, cobalt,

and lithium, the common ingredients inside every battery-powered electric vehicle. In an expanding electried age, can we make

these batteries without causing harm to the very planet we’re trying to save?

A BIG RESOURCE PROBLEM

Deep sea mining equipment created by the Canadian company Nautilus Minerals.
NAUTILUS

An electric car battery pack typically weighs 600 to 1,000 pounds, and some of the most crucial materials used in modern batteries,

including copper, manganese, nickel, and cobalt, are found in one of the world’s most delicate environments—the deep ocean oor.

Eager to harvest, mining companies are pressing governments to grant formal access to deep seabeds, and the United Nations’

International Seabed Authority (ISA) is currently crafting regulations for ocean mining operations. As The Atlantic says, the ISA's

mission is "not to prevent mining on the seaoor but to mitigate its damage."

The damage stems from extraction of sediment to get to the desired metals. Mining rms are already experimenting with large

remote-controlled excavators, which can pump thousands of pounds of sediment from the deep seabed to the surface.

Once the metals are separated from the sediment, the rest goes back into the water. The resulting slurry contains mercury and lead

that can poison the ocean for hundreds of miles. All this digging, sifting, and depositing fogs up the usually crystal clear deep sea

waters, disrupting a vast swath of marine life specially adapted to this clear habitat. Even the sound of drilling machinery can have

undesirable effects on wildlife.

Estimates of potential damage from undersea mining vary based on location, depth, and technology but little is concretely known. A

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences study conservatively predicts that a single mining ship could release approximately two million

cubic feet of discharge per day, enough to ll a freight train 16 miles long.

The potential effects of mining-generated sediment and noise on pelagic taxa. Organisms and plume impacts are not to scale.
DRAZEN ET AL.

And this is only the deep ocean mining operations. On land, mining companies continue the Earth-wrenching search for lithium.

Though often talked about as a “near-surface removal” process, extracting lithium brine is highly water intensive, requiring 500,000

gallons of water per ton of lithium. Separating lithium from rock also requires toxic chemicals, which only increase the chances of

environmental contamination. Recently, iron ion batteries have been investigated as potential alternatives to lithium, but iron ore

extraction and processing presents its own negatives including dust emissions, acid rock drainage, and vegetation degradation.

There are arguments pro and con on whether batteries can be a zero-emission technology, but they denitely require a lot of resources

and energy to get from the ground to your EV of choice. Popular Mechanics reached out to General Motors, who will soon be releasing

a electried Hummer (an infamous gas guzzler), to ask if it has plans to educate the public about the environmental costs and

benets of battery-powered electric vehicles (BEVs). GM declined the interview.

IMPROVE
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Look inside a lithium-ion battery and you’ll nd two electrodes—an anode and cathode—immersed in an electrolyte that conducts

ions as the battery charges and discharges. Electrolytes are solutions of lithium salts and organic solvents. Unfortunately these

solutions are highly ammable. But a research team at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) is working on the volatility of aqueous

lithium ion batteries to make them safer.

“If there’s any danger of the battery catching re, that’s a major issue,” says Nikhil Koratkar, professor of mechanical engineering and

leader of RPI’s aqueous battery research team.

Instead, aqueous lithium ion batteries use water as an electrolyte. Trouble is, they don’t perform as well as standard lithium ion

batteries because if you apply too much voltage to water, it breaks up into hydrogen and oxygen. But the RPI researchers have found

a way to partially get around this by experimenting with a new water-in-salt electrolyte solution and a new electrode material called

niobium tungsten oxide (NTO). The water-in-salt solution is less susceptible to breaking down as voltage increases, allowing more

power.

“THERE’S NO WAY TO REPLACE USING A METAL IN BATTERIES...IT’S A QUESTION OF FINDING A BETTER METAL
THAN LITHIUM.”

Standard lithium batteries use graphite material for the anode but graphite is hydrophobic so it doesn’t work with water solutions.

NTO works ne with a water electrolyte and is “outstanding in terms of energy stored per unit of volume,” Koratkar says.

Combining the new electrolyte and anode material yields a battery that outperforms any previous aqueous battery in terms of power

and fast charging capability. Aqueous lithium batteries are also potentially cheaper to produce and less toxic than standard lithium

ion batteries since they don’t require organic solvents for electrolyte solutions.

That said, they still can’t compare to lithium-ion battery performance, they remain experimental, and the NTO they use requires

mining in places including the Brazilian rainforest. “People are not willing to compromise on performance,” says the professor of

mechanical engineering and leader of RPI’s aqueous battery research team

Solid-state battery development may provide another alternative in the future and research into replacing lithium with sodium or

potassium is ongoing. “There’s no way to replace using a metal in batteries,” the Rensselaer team leader allows. “It’s a question of

nding a better metal than lithium. But lithium is the best in terms of performance because it’s the lightest and the smallest.”

As for wider questions about battery sustainability, Koratkar agrees that, as with fossil fuels, there are trade-offs between performance

and environmental friendliness

“Plastic [battery] packaging, mining, and some of these other issues are not something that academics think about that much. We’re

mainly after performance–who can get the best battery power.”

RECYCLE

LI-CYCLE

If society is going to bet big on battery mobility, we’re going to have to pay attention to what happens to batteries once they’re used

up.

According to some predictions, the number of electric cars may reach 140 million globally by 2030. These would leave behind 11

million tons of spent automotive lithium-ion batteries in need of recycling. Given that less than 10 percent of lithium-ion batteries,

including batteries powering our gadgets, are now recycled, that’s a lot of toxicity lying around.

Second-life usage for EV batteries for local electric storage is frequently pitched as an intermediate step because the cost of recycling is

currently higher than the value of recovered raw materials. But the batteries, including their plastic housings, will still need to be

recycled at some point.

LI CYCLE

Recovering metals used in batteries is a net benet because metals that can be reused don’t have to be mined. But extracting lithium

and cobalt from batteries is energy intensive and can lead to water pollution if the electrolyte solution is improperly handled, and

batteries damaged during the process can give off toxic gases. Commercial smelting processes can’t directly recover lithium, which

requires extra steps and greater cost.

But a Canadian company called Li-Cycle is working on a more efficient, environmentally gentle recycling process. Founded by a pair

of engineers who formerly designed lithium battery production plants, the company devised a two-part recycling process, which can

be applied to all classes of lithium batteries from portable electronics to automotive batteries.

The rst half is mechanical, stripping copper, aluminum, and plastics from inside and outside batteries. Li-Cycle’s chief commercial

officer, Kunal Phalpher, says his company does this relatively quickly and cheaply because it doesn’t have to break batteries down into

cells before shredding them.

The second part is a hydrometallurgical process which applies chemicals in several stages to separate the valuable lithium, cobalt, and

manganese from electrodes.

Shredded batteries at Li-Cycle’s factory.
LI CYCLE

“We’re actually recapturing the electrolyte as well. The complete process is zero-waste,” Phalpher asserts. “We’re able to recycle the

byproducts including the water, which is also treated and reused.”

The byproducts include lithium carbonate, which Li-Cycle can sell back into the battery supply chain. This helps ip the problem of

recycling being more expensive than the value of the materials it recovers. Li-Cycle says that rather than discharging water, it applies

reverse osmosis so water can be used again. How often is unclear and no official environmental validation of Li-Cycle’s claims has

been made (though an independent life cycle assessment rm has examined the company’s operations).

Li-Cycle has already shipped its rst batch of recovered materials, so the market appears to approve. In addition to its plant in

Kingston, Ontario, Li-Cycle will open a plant in Rochester, NY in 2020, capable of processing as much as 5,000 tons of spent lithium-

ion batteries a year.

IF SOCIETY IS GOING TO BET BIG ON BATTERY MOBILITY, WE’RE GOING TO HAVE TO PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT
HAPPENS TO BATTERIES ONCE THEY’RE USED UP.

Other companies are also trying to crack the recycling equation including Worcester, Massachusetts-based Battery Resourcers which is

working to increase capacity at its pilot Li-ion battery recycling plant by a factor of ten from the 0.5 metric tons/per day it currently

recycles.

In early 2019 the U.S. Department of Energy announced the creation of a Li-ion battery recycling R&D center called the ReCell Center.

Headquartered at Argonne National Laboratory, ReCell includes 50 researchers at six national laboratories and universities and

partnerships with automotive OEMs. Last September DOE announced 15 winners of the rst phase of its $5.5 million Battery

Recycling Prize.

These are potentially promising pieces of the puzzle for lithium-ion batteries, which as yet can’t be beat for power density and

rechargeability. For better or worse, that makes them a must for BEVs.

REDUCE

A DFI in a combustion cylinder during a firing. The left half of the image is traditional combustion with a jet of diesel fuel that produces a orange, sooty flame. On the right half of the image,
diesel is sprayed through a duct and produces a blue, less sooty flame in the cylinder.
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But with a problem like climate change, there’s no one-size-ts-all solution, especially one that needs answers immediately. So how

do we improve our current transportation infrastructure? The answer could be a surprising one: diesel.

Sandia National Labs is working on a process called Ducted Fuel Injection (DFI), which it says can eliminate 50 to 100 percent of

diesel engine soot emissions depending on engine speed and power level.

Developed by Charles Mueller at Sandia’s Combustion Research Facility, DFI seeks to solve the "soot-NOx tradeoff." In traditional

diesels, exhaust gases are routed back into the air intake to lower combustion temperature and oxygen concentrations in the fuel-air

mixture, reducing production of nitrogen oxides. But the cooler burn leaves behind particles of partially combusted carbon, known as

soot.

Mueller realized that he could achieve a more thorough burn at a lower temperature by premixing the fuel with air before ignition

takes place. Inspired by the common Bunsen Burner, he modied diesel fuel injectors with tiny metal tubes (or ducts) installed a short

distance from the injector nozzle hole and aligned with the fuel stream. Super-ne shots of fuel into these ducts yield a more even

premixture enabling more complete, lower temperature combustion with less NOx and soot.

Companies like Ford and Caterpillar have interest in the retrotting potential of the DFI system, which could be applied to the power

train of existing ships and locomotives.

But Sandia isn’t the only outt working on cleaning up diesel’s act. HyTech Power's Internal Combustion Assistance (ICA) hydrogen-

injection process is a twist on the long-held idea that adding pure hydrogen and oxygen to diesel fuel just before it combusts, results

in fuel efficiency gains and reduced emissions.

Six of HyTech's specialized electrolyzers on a 55-liter Caterpillar 3512 diesel engine used for drilling.
HYTECH POWER

HyTech rened the process, combining a low-power electrolyzer to produce hydrogen with algorithms that allow for previously

unattainable precision injection. In real world testing on commercial diesel trucks, ICA generated a 20 to 30 percent reduction in fuel

consumption, 85 percent less particulate matter, and a reduction in nitrogen oxides of 50 to 90 percent.

“We quickly found out there’s not a one-to-one ratio in terms of how much hydrogen we need to inject into larger diesels,” says Evan

Johnson, the company’s CTO. “It’s actually [proportionately] less which really surprised me.”

For heavy diesels, HyTech stacks up to six of its specialized electrolyzers in series. They draw limited electrical power from typical

marine/rail generators, which produce 480-220 volt power. An auto-ll system provides water for electrolysis (separating hydrogen)

as needed.

“The six electrolyzers produce more than enough hydrogen [for the application] and they actually turn-off about half the time,”

Johnson maintains. Lab testing has returned 10 to 20 percent fuel efficiency gains in engines up to 55 liters.

“What we’re trying to do is make a massive impact through the existing infrastructure tomorrow,” Johnson says.

REUSE

Overhead shot of Carbon Engineering’s pilot Direct Air Capture system.
CARBON ENGINEERING

Then there's the centuries of carbon dioxide we've already pumped into our atmosphere. Effectively combating projected climate

change requires removing CO2 from the atmosphere, and Steve Oldham, CEO of Carbon Engineering, has an idea on what to do

with that excess carbon—make it fuel.

Founded by a Harvard professor of applied physics, CE specializes in Direct Air Capture (DAC) of carbon in the atmosphere. Oldham

says DAC is a four-step non-hazardous liquid chemical process that begins with a fan pulling air past a mixture which reacts with

CO2 in the air, extracting a signicant percentage as it passes. Subsequent chemical reactions reduce CO2 from the prevailing 400

parts per million per unit of air to zero. Extracted carbon is then pressurized into a liquid and pumped underground where it

mineralizes into rocks over time.

CARBON ENGINEERING

The byproduct of the DAC process? Liquied carbon, a major ingredient in creating synthetic fuel. Combining DAC with the Fischer-

Tropsch process (which converts a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen into liquid hydrocarbon) create liquid fuel which can

be plugged into today's transportation infrastructure today

“Because our fuel is chemically identical to regular fossil fuel, you can put it into any vehicle," Oldham explains. "Our technology

provides two solutions that require a lot less infrastructure change. Instead of decarbonizing a sector, you catch and bury an

equivalent amount of CO2. Our synthetic fuel can be used in existing vehicles without having to replace them—trucks, planes, ships,

and cars.”

A rendering of a future Carbon Engineering DAC installation.
CARBON ENGINEERING

DAC seems promising so long as the cost per ton of carbon can be made competitive. Until recently that cost has been $600-$1,000

per ton of CO2 captured, partly due to electricity cost. But CE claims to have reduced it to between $220 and $90 per ton with further

improvements to come. A Swiss DAC rm called Climeworks is also working to reduce the per-ton cost of CO2 capture. The company

has 16 DAC plants around Europe from Iceland to southern Italy.

And those improvements help, because in 2020, liquid fossil-based (or synthetic) fuels still outperform batteries on an energy-density-

per-unit and portability basis. In the near future, we need to clean up our current infrastructure as soon as possible.

If the coming expansion of electric mobility is to truly alleviate the damage we do to our planet, we’re going to have to attack the

problem from every angle.
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